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ABSTRACT
This article presents the results of a programme of investigation which aimed to construct a more
detailed understanding of the character and chronology of crannog occupation in north-east Scotland,
targeting a series of sites across the region. The emerging pattern revealed through fieldwork in the
region shows broad similarities to the existing corpus of data from crannogs in other parts of the
country. Crannogs in north-east Scotland now show evidence for origins in the Iron Age. Further
radiocarbon evidence has emerged from crannogs in the region revealing occupation during the 9th–
10th centuries ad, a period for which there is little other settlement evidence in the area. Additionally,
excavated contexts dated to the 11th–12th centuries and historic records suggest that the tradition of
crannog dwelling continued into the later medieval period. Overall, the recent programme of fieldwork
and dating provides a more robust foundation for further work in the region and can help address
questions concerning the adoption of the practice of artificial island dwelling across Scotland through
time.

INTRODUCTION
The presence of artificial island dwellings, or
‘crannogs’, in Scotland has been recognised
since the 18th century, and were the target of
antiquarian investigation from the mid-19th
century (Stuart 1866; Munro 1882; Blundell
1909). North-east Scotland saw early work on
crannogs (Burnett 1851; Grigor 1863; Stuart
1874), but since then there has been relatively
little interest in crannogs of this region until
recently (Stratigos & Noble 2014; Stratigos
2016a, 2016b, 2017). Modern investigations
of crannogs in Scotland have tended to focus
on regions where there was a more robust and
established track record of antiquarian research
– like south-west Scotland (Barber & Crone
1993; Henderson et al 2006; Cavers et al 2011)
– or where there were more numerous extant
submerged sites such as Loch Awe (McArdle et
al 1973) and Loch Tay (Dixon 1981). Work in the
second half of the 20th century and the early 21st
century briefly noted the presence of crannogs
in north-east Scotland, but no detailed studies
1

existed (eg Morrison 1985: 2–4; Dixon 2004:
32), and at times they were regarded as solely a
later, medieval and post-medieval phenomena in
the region (eg Henderson 2009: 42; Cavers 2010:
26–8; Lenfert 2013: 133).
Recent work testing the distribution of
crannogs across the country has shown that
crannogs were more widespread in north-east
Scotland than previously considered, with 33
possible sites now identified in the modern
council areas of Aberdeenshire, Aberdeen City,
Angus, Moray and Fife (a near three-fold increase
on previous counts), though most have been
impacted by drainage (Stratigos 2016a, 2016b,
2017: 49–83) (Illus 1). The new investigation of
crannogs in north-east Scotland reported on here
responded to calls for greater sampling of sites to
build chronologies with the aim of constructing
frameworks that assess the adoption and use of
crannogs across Scotland (Dixon 2004: 176–7;
Dixon et al 2007: 683; Crone 2012: 164–5), but
with this greater presence of crannogs in the study
area in mind. The present work also set out to test
the classifications and chronology of crannogs in
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Illus 1

Location map showing sites investigated as part of this programme of work. The map shows previously
identified crannogs collated in Cavers (2010) and Lenfert (2012), and newly identified crannogs from
Stratigos (2017)

an under-explored region (cf Henderson 1998;
Harding 2000). Recent work examining islet
duns in western Scotland has called into question
some of the traditional typological distinctions
applied to crannogs and islet duns, viewing them
as cognates to the mainland crannog building
tradition (Cavers 2010: 34; Lenfert 2013). This
dramatically increases the number of crannog
sites in western Scotland (Illus 1), and has
had the effect of furthering the perception that
crannogs are a typically western or Atlantic
Scottish tradition, especially in an Iron Age

context (Henderson 2009). Developing highresolution chronologies using dendrochronology
and wiggle-match dating for crannogs has also
been piloted in south-west Scotland where the
most intensively excavated crannogs are found
(Crone 2014; Jacobsson 2015; Jacobsson et al
2017). These studies improve our understanding
of crannogs with finer resolution of the timings
and tempo of crannog use, but questions remain
outwith a few well-researched regions. Notably,
this includes whether the crannog tradition in
eastern Scotland was solely a later phenomenon
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or also emerged in the Iron Age, like the western
half of the country.
The two radiocarbon dates obtained from an
early phase of the recent work on crannogs in
north-east Scotland returned 9th–10th century ad
dates (Stratigos & Noble 2014). Given that the
bulk of radiocarbon evidence from crannogs fall
in the period 800 bc–ad 400 (Crone 2012), these
dates gave some credence to north-east crannog
building being a relatively late phenomenon (see
Henderson 2009; Cavers 2010: 26). Nonetheless,
initial results from Loch Kinord provided dates
for a period in which crannog settlement – and
settlement more generally – is poorly attested.
Further work was seen as highly likely to add
to our understanding of the nature of crannogs,
in particular their chronology, in a poorly
researched region. In this context, the present
research was conducted to build a chronological
framework and to test some basic questions about
the adoption of the artificial island dwelling
tradition in the region.

AIMS AND METHODS
From 2014 to 2017, a programme of work was
undertaken to build a more extensive dataset for
crannogs and their dating in north-east Scotland.
North-east Scotland is considered here as the
modern council areas of Aberdeenshire, Aberdeen
City, Angus, Moray and Fife (cf Stratigos & Noble
2014; Stratigos 2016b), but also included one
site (Loch of the Clans) from historic Nairnshire
(now within Highland Council). Targets within
the region of interest were selected based on
capturing a range of preservation conditions
and accessibility for survey and excavation.
Initial work focused on producing desk-based
assessments for each target site and modelling
the former extents of lochs around potential and
known sites using available survey and historical
data. Topographic surveys were made over each
site, extending below water at the submerged sites
at Prison and Castle Islands, Loch Kinord. These
surveys were completed using a dGPS alongside
tapes where needed. Trenches were opened using
standard archaeological methods and samples
were retrieved for dating.
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CRANNOGS INVESTIGATED
THE HOUFF (NJ50SE 4), LOCH AUCHLOSSAN,
ABERDEENSHIRE

The Houff, located near Lumphanan,
Aberdeenshire, is recorded as a ‘fort’ or
‘possible motte’ in the Canmore database and
as an ‘earthwork’ and ‘medieval ringwork’ in
the Aberdeenshire SMR. The primary aim of the
work carried out here was to test the potential
reidentification of the site as a crannog. The
site is located in an arable field and stands as a
grass-covered mound about 3m high, measuring
45m × 32m (Illus 2). There is stone-work visible
around the entirety of the mound with more
substantial walling, standing to over five courses
high, located on the top of the mound. This
masonry probably relates to the use of the Houff
as a burial ground in the 16th and 17th centuries,
(NSA vol 12: 1091). The southern half of the
mound has been severely disturbed by quarrying
activity in the 1960s, when three partial skeletons
and remains of a coffin were found. The site was
included in an inventory of north-east Scotland’s
mottes and castles (Yeoman 1988: 130), but no
intrusive archaeological investigation had been
previously carried out.
Initial scoping work showed that the Houff
was likely to have been within the former Loch
Auchlossan. Loch Auchlossan is described in the
New Statistical Account of Scotland as extending
over 600 acres (242ha) and reaching as far as
the foot of the Peel of Lumphanan (NSA vol 12:
1050). The loch was first partly drained in the
late 17th century, but complete drainage was
only achieved after deep ditches, tunnels and
‘other means’, were employed in 1860 (Groome
1884: 85). There are no detailed maps of this
area from before 1700, but the Roy Military
Survey of Scotland (1747–55) depicts the loch,
albeit in reduced form (Sheet C.9.b 20/1a) (Roy
2007). Importantly, the recorded archaeology
that pre-dates 1700 in this area respects a
shoreline consistent with the description that
the former loch extended (nearly) to the foot of
the Peel of Lumphanan (Stratigos 2016a: 44–5).
Two recorded features are particularly notable
here. The first is a trackway (NJ50SE 21) which
was excavated in 1989 ahead of drainage works.
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The trackway was interpreted
as being at the margins of the
former Loch Auchlossan and
sits at c 145m OD (Sutherland
1989). The second is the nearby
Auchenhove Castle (NJ50SE 1),
built by the Duguid family in the
late 16th century, and destroyed
in 1745. The castle would have
sat on a natural island in the
loch, and Simpson (1929: 23)
suggests it was approached by
a causeway. Although he makes
no specific mention of the former
extent of Loch Auchlossan, this
would accord with the proposed
shoreline at 145m OD (Illus 2).
The only recorded archaeological
sites likely dating to before 1700
from within the area described
by the 145m OD contour are
a logboat (NJ50SE 9) (Mowat
1996: 26) and the Houff.
Topographic survey showed
the Houff sits on an oval-shaped
rise, of apparently natural origin,
within a field at c  142m OD. This
sits approximately 3m below
the proposed palaeoshoreline
of 145m OD. The mound itself
rises 3.5m above the oval-shaped
rise, placing the very top of the
Houff just above the former
waterline. This depth and overall
morphology is consistent with
other crannogs (see Henderson
1998; Cavers & Henderson 2005;
Shelley 2009: appendix A; Cavers
et al 2011). The topographic
survey also showed how the
southern portion of the mound
has been levelled and disturbed
by the 1960s quarrying activity
(Illus 2c).
During August 2015 a
2.8m × 1m trench was opened in
the lower reaches of the mound
on its north side. A very simple

Illus 2

(a) Location of the Houff in relation to the former Loch Auchlossan
and other notable recorded archaeological features; (b) the Houff
looking north
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(c) Survey of the Houff and location of the excavation trench

profile was recorded in the trench with topsoil
(HF15_101) overlying a dark, organic rich
sediment with charcoal and carbonised wood
(HF15_102) alongside a very sandy sediment
with charcoal inclusions, carbonised wood and
a single fragment of bone (HF15_103) (not in
section). Below (HF15_102) and (HF15_103)
was a sterile gravelly sand (HF15_104),

interpreted as a glacio-fluvial or lacustrine
sediment, upon which the Houff sits (Illus 3).
This sediment sequence and its location almost
certainly within the former extent of Loch
Auchlossan is strong evidence that the Houff was
originally built as a crannog.
A single entity roundwood charcoal sample
from the lowest third of (HF15_102) nearest the
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West-facing section of excavation trench at the Houff

centre of the mound was selected for 14C dating.
The bulk sample contained almost exclusively
alder charcoal and charred wood. This is notable
since alder is the most common wood encountered
on crannog sites (see Crone 2014). The sample
returned a radiocarbon date of cal ad 1490–1650
(95.4% probability, Poz-77625) (Table 1).
LOCH OF THE CLANS I CRANNOG (NH85SW 1),
LOCH OF THE CLANS, NAIRNSHIRE

There are two recorded crannogs in the Loch of
the Clans, only one of which survives as a visible
monument – the site targeted by excavation
here, Loch of the Clans I (Illus 4a). The former
loch is now a bog with areas of reclaimed arable
and grazing land surrounding it. Loch of the
Clans I sits at the margin of the bog, in a field
sloping to the south (towards the centre of the
loch). The mound measures 20m in diameter and
stands proud of the surrounding field by 1–1.5m
(Illus 4b, 4c). The centre of the crannog mound
has been hollowed out, likely from antiquarian
excavation (Grigor 1863, 1864). The antiquarian
trench has since been mostly infilled by modern
waste.
Following drainage in 1823, the New
Statistical Account records the discovery of a
logboat found between Loch of the Clans I and

the former north shore of the loch. The account
mentions the presence of the two crannogs, that
the logboat was cut up and destroyed, and that a
‘bolt of a lock of no ordinary size’ was taken from
the site (NSA vol 14: 448). The two crannogs in the
loch were first reported in antiquarian literature
by Dr John Grigor who carried out excavation on
both. He was alerted to the extant crannog when
the tenant farmer ploughed through the lower
section of the mound 20 years after the drainage
of the loch (Grigor 1863). Excavation through the
mound in 1862 revealed well-preserved layers of
horizontal timbers and occasional vertical piling.
The only artefacts recovered from the excavation
included a clay or stone cup and some stone
tools. Grigor (1864) records sloping timbers that
he suggested may have been related to rafters
for a roof. Based on the excavation sketches,
these ‘rafters’ may be cautiously reinterpreted
as horizontal timbers, of the kind that frequently
make up the foundations of packwerk crannog
mounds (see Crone & Campbell 2005; Cavers
2007: 243) (although roof purlins were identified
at Milton Loch crannog (Piggot 1953: 139–43)).
Grigor (1864: 333) also described what he
viewed as a roughly rectangular structure which
has parallels at a range of crannog sites (see
Munro 1893; Ritchie 1942; Crone 2007: 225).
Grigor also made cursory examination of the

Poz-83364
Poz-79913
Poz-89320
SUERC-36812
Poz-79915
Poz-79914
SUERC-36811
Poz-72879
Poz-79916

LOL16_108

Horizontal timber

Vertical pile

Horizontal causeway timber*

CI15_411

CI15_104

Vertical pile*

Horizontal timber

PI15_103

Poz-83362

LOL16_103

1930 ± 30

Quercus sp roundwood, 20
rings

Betula sp short-lived charcoal

Quercus sp

1115 ± 30

925 ± 30

1195 ± 30

920 ± 30

Corylus avellana, short-lived
charcoal
Quercus sp

955 ± 30

1110 ± 30

1415 ± 30

2565 ± 30

1910 ± 30

1095 ± 30

Corylus avellana

Quercus sp

Quercus sp

Quercus sp

Betula sp Charcoal

Betula sp Charcoal

1944 ± 30

305 ± 30

Alnus glutinosa, roundwood
< 20 rings

Corylus avellana

Uncalibrated

Material

–25.7
–25.4
–29.4

ad 585–665
ad 880–1015
ad 1020–1155

–26.1
–25.1
–26.2

ad 720–940
ad 1025–1170
ad 780–790/
ad 870–1015

–25.9

–22.4
805–555 bc

ad 1030–1185

–25.9

–23.4
ad 890–1010
ad 20–170/
ad 195–210

–29.1

–25.9

–30.4

δ13C

20–10 bc/0 bc–ad
130

ad 5–130

ad 1490–1605/
ad 1610–1650

Calibrated 95.4%
probability
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* 2011 dated samples (see Stratigos & Noble 2014)

Prison Island

Castle Island

Loch of Leys

SUERC-76539

LOC17_103

Poz-94178

LOC17_103

Loch of the Clans I

Poz-77625

HF15_102

The Houff

Lab code

Context

Site

Table 1
Radiocarbon results from crannogs in north-east Scotland dated as part of this work
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second crannog, which does
not stand proud of the bog
today. He notes here that the
site was formed of a group
of upright oak piles and
some stones. Grigor (1864)
lamented that only minimal
work could be undertaken
due to waterlogging. No
trace of this second crannog
was identified in the present
survey.
The description of
the former loch suggests
a relatively narrow loch,
about one mile in length
Illus 4 (a) Location of the Loch of the Clans I in relation to the former extent of
(OSA vol 11: 562). This
the loch; (b) the Loch of the Clans I looking west
description accords well
with the OS 5m  ×  5m digital
b
terrain model which shows
a very well-defined basin
with a probable shoreline at
a maximum of 33.5m OD.
This would make the loch
1.67km long and a maximum
of 200m wide (Illus 4a). A
palaeoshoreline at 33.5m
OD places Loch of the Clans
crannog about 30m into the
loch from the nearest shore.
The base of the crannog
would have been in c  3m of
water. The top of the site as
it stands now is at 32m OD,
and its base on the south
side sits at 30.5m OD. The
site would have been completely submerged
deposited in the interior of the site, and to take
with the former shoreline at 33.5m OD. This fits
in a lower section of crannog mound where it
comfortably within the range of depths in which
was more likely to contain waterlogged deposits.
we find crannogs in extant lochs (eg Oakbank
The 2m  ×  2m trench contained three distinct
crannog, Dixon 2004: 127). The topographic
layers, like at the Houff – topsoil (LOC17_101),
survey of the site also determined the extent of
the anthropogenic mound (LOC17_102),
Grigor’s (1864) intervention which essentially
(LOC17_103), (LOC17_104) and natural lake
hollowed out the centre of the crannog mound
sediment (LOC17_105) (Illus 5). Two single
(ibid: plate 22) (Illus 4c).
entity short-lived charred wood samples from
An evaluation trench was positioned on the
the crannog mound were sent for radiocarbon
south side of the crannog mound. The trench was
dating. The lower sample was a charred wood
placed here to miss areas impacted by Grigor’s
fragment (Quercus sp) of no more than 20 years
excavations, to avoid the modern rubbish
of growth, located at the interface between the
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(c) Survey of the Loch of the Clans I and location of the excavation trench

crannog (LOC17_103) and the lake sediment
(LOC17_105). The sample returned a date of
cal ad 5–130 (95.4% probability, Poz-94178).
The second sample (removed from a Kubiena tin
sample) came higher in the profile and returned a
similar date of cal ad 55–225 (95.4% probability,
SUERC-75950) (Table 1). This might suggest
that use of the site was constrained to a relatively
short span of time, possibly a single phase.
LOCH OF LEYS CRANNOG (NO79NW 3),
BANCHORY, ABERDEENSHIRE

The Loch of Leys crannog is located in the
drained Loch of Leys, now a bog, at 71m OD
about 2km north of the town of Banchory. The
site is roughly oval measuring 43m  ×  20m (Illus
6). The bog around the crannog is exceptionally

wet and, in all but the driest of summers,
renders the site effectively inaccessible. There
are upstanding stone walls from a historically
attested medieval tower house or castle surviving
on the island (Burnett 1851).
The Loch of Leys crannog was the home
of the Burnett of Leys family prior to moving
to Crathes Castle. In the 14th century, the
Loch of Leys crannog appeared in a charter
dated 28 March 1323, where Robert the Bruce
granted to Alexander Burnard (the family name
latterly became Burnett) the ‘isle of the Loch of
Banchory’ and its attendant estate. The reason,
expressly stated in the charter, was to reward
Alexander Burnard for supporting Bruce’s
campaigns during the Wars of Independence in
the first half of the 14th century (Bailey 2000:
225–6).
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South-facing section of excavation trench at the Loch of the Clans I

The Loch of Leys crannog was excavated
by James H Burnett in 1850, immediately
following drainage of the loch (Burnett 1851).
Burnett records a timber foundation of oak and
birch layers perpendicular to each other. This
was surrounded by vertical oak piles. Coins
and a quernstone were noted as coming from
the crannog, while a number of bronze artefacts
were also found, apparently associated with one
of two logboats found in the loch when it was
drained (Mowat 1996: 68, 111, 121). Three of
the bronze vessels are now within the National
Museum of Scotland (Accession numbers:
H.MA 6; H.MA 7; H.MGI 111), and four others
are at Crathes Castle in the care of the National
Trust for Scotland (Accession numbers: 51.640;
51.641; 51.642; a large bronze cauldron is
unnumbered, but appears to be the vessel
illustrated in Munro (1882: 24)). All the bronze
artefacts are medieval, probably dating between
the 14th and 16th centuries. There is no record of
where Burnett dug on the crannog, but his spoil
heaps appear to be within the outline of the later
castle foundations.
The New Statistical Account suggests that an
attempt to drain the loch was made as early as
the 1730s (vol 11: 328). This is supported by its

depiction on the Roy Military Survey of Scotland
(1747–55) which shows the loch, giving the
impression of boggy ground around the partially
drained loch, and a very straight outlet burn
which matches the course of the Bennie Burn
that currently drains the loch basin, suggesting
it had been cut by the time of the survey (Sheet
C.9.b 20/1e) (Roy 2007). The palaeoshoreline of
the Loch of Leys can be proposed to have been at
75m OD based on the depiction of Roy, historical
descriptions and allowing for earlier drainage
attempts (Illus 6a).
The topographic survey showed that the
crannog mound rises 2.5m above the surface
of the surrounding bog at 73.5m OD – below
the proposed former shoreline at 75m OD.
However, the top of this crannog necessarily
sat above the water at some point, given the
medieval foundations of the castle. There are
two possible explanations here; the proposed
former shoreline is too high by 2–3m or the
crannog mound has substantially subsided. We
favour the latter interpretation here, as there is
reasonable confidence in the historic mapping
for a shoreline at 75m OD, and the excavated
contexts also point to likely subsidence following
drainage (see below). The surviving walling on
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top of the mound survives to
a maximum height of 0.7m.
With the exception of the
western walls, the structure
survives as Burnett recorded
it in 1850. An entrance is
apparent on the south side
of the island, consistent with
Burnett’s plan of the site
(Illus 6c).
A single 2m  ×  3m trench
was opened on the west
side of the crannog mound
in February 2016, about a
metre from where the bog
meets the crannog mound
(Illus 6c). Again, a welldrained site was identified
with topsoil (LOL16_101)
Illus 6 (a) Location of the Loch of Leys crannog in relation to the former extent
above an undifferentiated
of the loch; (b) the Loch of Leys crannog looking north, the extent of the
anthropogenic
mass
mound is indicated by the taller trees on the island
(LOL16_103) sitting on
natural lacustrine deposits
(LOL16_105) (Illus 7).
b
Additional contexts were
identified above the main
organic crannog mound,
which included well-laid
stonework, cutting into
and capping the mound
[LOL16_106]
(not
in
section). Above this stone
was what was first thought
to be in situ accumulation
of material relating to
use of the site following
construction of the stone
capping. This included
(LOL16_108) which was
sampled for 14C dating,
but the radiocarbon result
required reinterpretation of
is most likely responsible for the apparent
this (see below). The excavation showed that the
discrepancy between the current height of the
Loch of Leys crannog is better preserved than
mound at 73.5m OD and the height of the former
the Houff or Loch of the Clans I, but the same
shoreline at 75m OD.
pattern of mineralisation of the organic mass of
Two samples were submitted for 14C dating
the crannog is evident. This decay of the mostly
from
different stratigraphic levels. A charcoal
organic foundations of the crannog, alongside
sample from (LOL16_103) returned a date
the sediment compression following drainage
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(c) Survey of the Loch of Leys crannog and location of the excavation trench

of cal ad 890–1015 (95.4% probability, Poz83362), while another charcoal sample from
(LOL16_108) returned a date of cal ad 20–210
(95.4% probability, Poz-83364) (Table 1). This
represents an inversion in the stratigraphy (Illus
7). It was thought (LOL16_108) would represent
later activity at the site laid down during its use
as a tower house, but it seems clear now that
(LOL16_108) represents a secondary context
composed of redeposited material. While the
security of this context is questionable, the date
is likely to represent a phase of construction or
use at the crannog, since the crannog itself is the
most likely source for charred material dating
to the Roman Iron Age in contexts above those
dating probably to the 10th century ad.

CASTLE ISLAND, LOCH KINORD,
ABERDEENSHIRE

Loch Kinord is located in Upper Deeside,
where two crannogs are complemented by
a terrestrial archaeological landscape that
includes a group of roundhouses, souterrains,
field systems, a promontory fort, an elaborately
carved stone cross-slab and a medieval
moated site (Illus 8). In addition to the extant
archaeological monuments around Loch Kinord,
a range of artefacts were recovered from within
and around Loch Kinord, mostly in the 19th
century (see Michie 1910). This landscape
has seen surprisingly little archaeological
investigation in recent years, despite its
outstanding preservation (Stratigos & Noble
2014).
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West-facing section of excavation trench at the Loch of Leys crannog

The former level of Loch Kinord is
approximately 1m higher than it is now (currently
c  161m OD). The loch was lowered during a
drought in 1836 and again in 1858 (Michie 1910:
88). Michie suggests the combined drop in the
level of the loch was between 3 and 4ft (0.9–
1.2m).
Castle Island is located 80m from the north
shore of Loch Kinord (Illus 8). Recorded as a
castle from the 14th century to the 17th century
(Simpson 1943: 71; Stratigos & Noble 2014:
213–14), the site measures approximately
100m  ×  80m above the current level of the loch
and about 120m  ×  100m below the waterline.
The island is ringed in trees with steep slopes
that rise c  3.5m above the surface of the water
to a flat central area that is sub-rectangular in
shape, with a small annex on the east side of
the island. The submerged portions of the island
also rise sharply from depths between 2.5m
and 2m below the surface of the water before
levelling off at about 0.2–0.4m below the surface
of the loch. This area 0.2–0.4m below the water
ringing the island is covered in fine sediment
overlying a mixed deposit of large rounded cobbles

and smaller angular stones, with occasional large
boulders around the current shoreline.
A fuller description of the previous finds
made at Castle Island can be found in Stratigos
& Noble (2014: 210–14), but some key points
are repeated here. The earliest accounts of
Loch Kinord’s archaeology come from the Old
Statistical Account which records that between
Castle Island and the north shore of Loch Kinord
many timbers were pulled up, and the account and
subsequent antiquarian investigations reference
a timber causeway that came ashore roughly
where the Kinord cross-slab now stands. Castle
Island and Loch Kinord more generally appear
to have been locally famous in the 18th and 19th
centuries as a source for timber (Michie 1910:
82). The 2011 fieldwork obtained a sample from
a submerged timber, possibly associated with the
historically attested causeway, that returned a
date of cal ad 880–1015 (SUERC-36812, 95.4%
probability) (Stratigos & Noble 2014: 217).
A topographic survey of the island revealed
a 7m rise from the deepest area of natural loch
bed to the flat central area of the island. The
size of the island might suggest a natural origin,
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but underwater observation
noted the striking similarity
to other large artificial
islands (eg Lochindorb
Castle, Dixon 2004: 78–
83). Timber features were
identified across the western
and northern side of the
island, but none were found
around the eastern side.
The timbers noted included
two which emerge from
the mound of the island,
suggesting that the island is
at least partly artificial. The
total extent of the island
Metres
above water would have
been noticeably smaller in
the past due to the higher
Illus 8 (a) Location of Castle Island in relation to the former (dark grey with
level
of
the
water,
dashed outline) and current (lighter grey) extent of Loch Kinord;
comprising an area of
(b) aerial photograph of Castle Island looking north
0.44ha, compared to 0.60ha
currently. The central flat
b
area of island measures
0.13ha. The steepness of the
slopes up to the central flat
area is suggestive of scarping
or artificial construction. The
earthwork is comparable in
scale to that of motte castles
(see below). The excavation
results presented below
show that there has been
substantial erosion which
has reduced the incline of
the slope of the island as it
stands today (Illus 10).
Five
trenches
were
opened across the islet, but
three opened in the interior
of the island revealed
only topsoil sitting above
redeposited natural material characterised by
Contexts (CI15_402/407/409/410) were all
spreads of varying depths of cobbles, gravels and
variable in character, composed of sands, gravels
sands. The evidence for this being redeposited
and cobbles) (Illus 9b).
rather than strictly natural comes from the
Trench 1 was 1m  ×  1m, located at the base
stratigraphy described below, and the fact that
of the slope on the west side of Castle Island.
the deposits changed dramatically in character
The trench revealed topsoil (CI15_104) and
in plan within the relatively small trenches (eg
colluvium with charcoal inclusions (CI15_102)
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(c) Survey of Castle Island and location of the excavation trenches with dated submerged timber features labelled
by 14C lab code

above an orange sand (CI15_103) which likely
represents naturally deposited lacustrine material
from near the former waterline (Illus 9a). Under
the sand was a charcoal rich sandy silt deposit
(CI15_104), interpreted as a midden layer just
below the former waterline at the edge of the
occupied island.
Trench 4 was placed over the break of slope
from the flat central area of the island. It was
2m  ×  3m with a 1m  ×  1m extension on the west
side. The trench revealed evidence for substantial
cut features, such as a large pit [CI15_417], which
was filled by (CI15_103) and post-hole alignments
or a palisade trench (CI15_404/405/408/411/412)
which ran nearly parallel to a spread of stones

(CI15_406) (Illus 9). From (CI15_404) a fragment
of ceramic, most likely a crucible, was also
recovered. A possible post-hole [CI15_413] and
palisade trench [CI15_414] were identified below
redeposited sands. The post-holes and palisade
trenches appear to relate to a structure enclosing
the central flat area of the island (Illus 9).
From Contexts (CI15_104) and (CI15_411),
radiocarbon dates of cal ad 1020–1155 (Poz79915, 95.4% probability) and cal ad 1030–1185
(Poz-79914, 95.4% probability) respectively
were obtained (Table 1). These contexts most
likely relate to the occupation of the medieval
castle on Castle Island. A 10th-century ad date
was recovered from a sample from a submerged
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(a) West-facing section of Trench 1 at Castle Island, showing the former level of the loch at c 162m OD;
(b) Plan of Trench 4 at Castle Island, note that (CI15_403) fills Cut [CI15_417], (CI15_411) fills Cut
[CI15_412] and (CI15_415) fills the palisade trench [CI15_414]

timber, possibly relating to the historically
attested causeway, at Castle Island in 2011
(Stratigos & Noble 2014: 215). Allowing for
potential old wood effect, the timber may
be contemporary with the samples from the
excavated contexts. Two further dates recovered
from submerged timbers returned earlier dates.
The first was from a large horizontal timber
that was found embedded into the submerged
slope of the island mound. This sample was oak
heartwood, so some old wood effect must be
allowed for, but it returned a date of 805–555
cal bc (Poz-79913, 95.4% probability). The
final date comes from an angled, likely oak, pile,
2m from where the slope of the island hits the
natural loch bed. This returned a date of cal ad
585–665 (Poz-89320, 95.4% probability) (Table
1).
Oak timbers (and heartwood in these cases)
were sampled in the submerged work because
that is what survives proud of the loch bed
sediments. Oak sapwood and other wood species
tend to survive only within a crannog mound
or when covered completely by loch sediment.
There is also the possibility that old wood was
recycled, in particular reuse of Early Iron Age
wood within medieval structures. However,

the most likely source of such recycled timber
would be an earlier crannog site. Furthermore,
it is clear that there was an available oak timber
resource here in the medieval period, evidenced
by the submerged timber dated to the 10th
century ad.
PRISON ISLAND, LOCH KINORD, ABERDEENSHIRE

Prison Island, 300m from Castle Island, is a
near circular crannog mound and measures
15m  ×  19m above the waterline and 40m  ×  42m
below. The surface of the mound is a rocky matrix
of stones no larger than 0.5m across, and it stands
a maximum of 1m above the waterline (Illus 11).
Below water, the mound is covered in fine lake
silt, with several timber features identifiable.
Previous investigation of Prison Island
has been limited to survey in 2011 and minor
antiquarian notes about the foundations of the
islet (Stratigos & Noble 2014). Michie (1910:
94) recorded some details regarding the timber
features he identified from the surface, but his
interpretation was largely speculative. The
2011 survey identified timber features across
the submerged crannog mound and sampled a
vertical pile just off the mound for 14C dating.
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Illus 10 Schematic profile of Castle Island (with a factor of four vertical exaggeration). Note, the piles and timbers are
not drawn to scale

That sample returned a date of cal ad 720–940
(SUERC-36811, 95.4% probability) (Stratigos &
Noble 2014: 217).
Above water, the crannog is a gently and
evenly sloping rocky mound with a 3m  ×  1m
depression to the south-east side of the mound
that may be the remains of a boat naust. There
are no other features above water on the crannog.
Below water, the presence of submerged fallen
trees made close inspection of some areas of
the crannog mound difficult or impossible.
Underwater, all of the timber remains identified
in the 2011 survey were relocated and only one
new feature was identified – a timber emerging
horizontally from the south side of the mound
(Illus 11). The timber extended 0.6m from the
mound and had a diameter of between 0.1 and
0.15m. As this timber was firmly embedded
within the crannog mound it was sampled
for 14C dating. It may represent a horizontal
structural timber of the crannog platform or a
later extension of the platform. The submerged
radial timber identified returned a date of cal ad
1025–1170 (Poz-72879, 95.4% probability). All
of the identified submerged timber features were

located on the southern and western sides of the
islet.
A 1m  ×  1m trial trench revealed that the
above water portion of the crannog had lost all
of its organic matrix, and is composed solely
of stones no greater than 0.5m diameter with
the voids filled with peat (PI15_101). Water
was encountered at 0.7m below the surface of
the crannog and at this interface over the whole
1m  ×  1m trench, a layer of waterlogged and
carbonised wood fragments were found within the
voids between the rocks (PI15_102). This layer
continued further, but the trench was terminated
due to ingress of water. A small fragment of
charred roundwood (Corylus cf avellana) from
the waterlogged layer was selected and returned
a radiocarbon date of cal ad 780–1015 (Poz79916, 95.4% probability) (Table 1).

DISCUSSION
The new fieldwork on crannogs in north-east
Scotland has revealed possible new sites and
improved our understanding of the existing
dataset. Beginning with the Houff, the excavated
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stratigraphy
demonstrates
that the mound is of artificial
construction and sits within
the former extent of Loch
Auchlossan – on balance,
we can suggest the site
is most likely a crannog
given its landscape location
and the character of the
excavated evidence. The
discovery of a new crannog
is encouraging for the future
positive identification of
crannogs in drained contexts
(Stratigos 2016b, 2017).
Work in Ireland has recently
Metres
confirmed the presence
of a previously unknown
crannog in a drained
Illus 11 (a) Location of Prison Island in relation to the former (dark grey with
setting through geophysical
dashed outline) and current (lighter grey) extent of Loch Kinord;
methods (Conyers 2018:
(b) aerial photograph of Prison Island looking north
75–90), which offers another
methodology to employ in
searching for crannogs in
b
the well-drained landscapes
of north-east Scotland. The
main body of the Houff is
an anthropogenic organic
sediment, akin to the ‘dark
earths’ found at urban
sites where there is rapid
accumulation of organic
structural and domestic
detritus
(see
Heimdahl
(2005) for discussion of ‘dark
earth’). The radiocarbon date
from the Houff is relatively
late and this might call into
question its reclassification
as a crannog; however,
construction of crannogs is
not unknown in a 15th–16th
century context (eg Keppoch’s Council Isle, Loch
mound where smaller-scale excavation is usually
Treig (Crone & Cavers 2010)). Furthermore, there
undertaken (Cavers & Henderson 2005: 296–7).
is no reason to rule out an earlier initial phase
The 16th-century radiocarbon date is broadly
of construction at the Houff, as programmes of
contemporary with recorded use of the Houff as
dating on crannogs have shown that stratigraphy
a burial ground, and it is possible that the site was
on these sites can be inverted from what might be
used at this time alongside reoccupation of the
expected, especially at the edge of the crannog
Peel of Lumphanan and Auchenhove Castle, both
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Illus 11 (c) Survey of Prison Island and location of the excavation trench with dated submerged timber features labelled
by 14C lab code

of which were in use around this period (Simpson
1929: 23; Newton & Talbot 1998: 669).
At the Loch of the Clans I, the excavation
revealed that the preservation of the crannog
is relatively poor. The timber and organic
material of the crannog mound (Grigor 1864)
has decayed once again, to a ‘dark earth’ over
the 200 years following drainage. The Loch of
the Clans crannog sits somewhere between the
Houff and the Loch of Leys crannog in terms of
preservation, and this can be directly related to
the relative levels of saturation of these sites (cf

Chapman & Cheetham 2002). The survey and
excavation also revealed that the site is modest in
terms of size and Grigor’s excavations truncated
much of the depth of the crannog mound. The
radiocarbon evidence produced from the Loch of
the Clans crannog is notable as one of just a few
examples of a crannog which has 14C evidence
for occupation in the 1st or 2nd century ad
(Jacobsson et al 2017: 16). Loch of the Clans I is
also unusual for seemingly representing a crannog
with only a single phase of use – although the
excavation was not extensive enough to posit this
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with full confidence, but the smaller size relative
to many other crannogs might suggest a single or
limited number of phases of occupation. There
is little evidence for settlement around the Loch
of the Clans contemporary with the radiocarbon
dates returned from the site, however, potentially
contemporary settlement in the area might be
represented by the cropmarks of a roundhouse
(NH85SW 11), a ring-ditched house (NH85SW
36), as well as possible crannogs in Loch
Flemington and Lochan Dinty (Grigor 1864:
118–19).
Excavation of the Loch of Leys has again
shown how drainage has impacted crannogs in
north-east Scotland. One hundred and sixty-five
years after the loch was drained, the organic
elements of this crannog have almost entirely
decayed. However, the surviving remains are in
better condition than at the Houff or the Loch of
the Clans I. While the poor preservation of these
three sites is disappointing, there is potential in
pursuing further these decayed mounds with other
techniques – such as soil micromorphological
analysis – that might extract more information
in terms of the kinds of activities, phasing and
wider environment that characterised settlement
at these well-drained crannog sites. The
radiocarbon dates from the Loch of Leys crannog
have indicated phases of use in the Roman Iron
Age and early medieval periods. This is the most
easterly crannog dated so far in Scotland and is
thus notable that it shows evidence for use in the
Iron Age. Some scepticism could apply to the
security of the Iron Age date, given its secondary
context, but on balance, it seems likely that the
material was redeposited from an earlier phase
of the crannog. The likely 10th-century ad
date from the Loch of Leys crannog adds to the
growing dataset suggesting relatively widespread
occupation of crannogs in eastern Scotland
in the late 1st millennium ad. The survival of
well-laid stonework capping the organic matrix
of the crannog mound could represent a move
away from timber as the main building material
sometime after the 9th–10th century ad.
Castle Island is the largest site investigated in
the present campaign of fieldwork. The contexts
uncovered in the excavations allow for two
potential interpretations of the nature of Castle

Island. Although the submerged survey suggests
a mostly artificial construction, the excavation
on top of the mound revealed naturally derived
deposits into which negative features were cut.
The two possible models here are: the medieval
phases augmented a natural island which saw
previous augmentation in the Early Iron Age
and 1st millennium ad, or the island is mostly
or completely artificial with an Early Iron Age
crannog reoccupied in the 1st millennium ad,
which saw in the 11th–12th century massive
redeposition of natural material on top of a
series of earlier crannog occupations. Given
the presence of timbers emerging from the
island underwater, a mostly or wholly artificial
interpretation of the remains at Castle Island is
favoured (Illus 10), but only further excavation,
including underwater survey and/or coring of
the main body of the crannog would be able to
resolve the true nature of the site.
The early phases at Castle Island have not
yet been characterised since evidence for them
comes from exposed timber elements and their
associated contexts have not been excavated.
Nonetheless, it can be suggested that the crannog
was initially constructed in the Early Iron
Age, first built as a completely artificial island
or as an augmented natural island. The Early
Iron Age radiocarbon date from Castle Island
is the earliest so far from a crannog in northeast Scotland. The Early Iron Age origin for
Castle Island is particularly important, dating
the crannog building tradition in north-east
Scotland to the Early Iron Age ‘crannog eventhorizon’ identified by Cavers (2006: 402). With
the mid-1st-millennium ad radiocarbon result
from the pile, Castle Island now parallels a large
number of other crannog sites in having Iron Age
origins followed by early medieval phases of
construction and activity (eg Ederline Boat House
(NM80SE 18), Loch Awe, Cavers & Henderson
2005; Eilean nam Breaban (NN63NW 3), Loch
Tay; Dixon et al 2007: 677; inter alia). Further
evidence for activity on Loch Kinord during the
early medieval period is attested to by dating of
the ‘Royal Yacht’ logboat recovered from Loch
Kinord in 1858, which was dated as part of this
research to cal ad 555–650 (Poz-71094, 95.4%
probability) (Table 2). The later dates from

–26.0
ad 1025–1188
925 ± 37
SUERC-42238
Found somewhere on or near Castle
Island
Paddle

Wood, sp unknown

–32.1
ad 555–650
Poz-71094
Discovered during drainage 1858
Logboat, ‘Royal Yacht’

Quercus sp

1460 ± 30

δ13C
Uncalibrated
Material
Lab code
Context
Artefact

Table 2
Two radiocarbon dated artefacts recovered from Loch Kinord in the 19th century

Castle Island fall in the 11th–12th centuries when
a major reoccupation and remodelling of the site
occurred. At this time, a large earthwork motte
was erected over an existing crannog/augmented
island and a mostly timber structure was put in
place around the top of the mound, encircling
an area of approximately 0.13ha. Further use
of Castle Island in this period is evidenced by
a paddle found in the loch which was 14C dated
to the 11th–12th centuries (SUERC-42238)
(Stratigos & Noble 2014: 217) (Table 2). From
this point, the site is documented historically,
featuring in the nearby Battle of Culblean in
1335, and used as royal stop-over for King
James IV in 1505, before being razed by Act of
Parliament in 1648 (Simpson 1929: 130–1).
Fieldwork at Prison Island allows us to propose
a direct relationship between the two crannogs in
Loch Kinord. There now appears to be at least
two phases of construction at Prison Island, one
in the 8th–9th centuries ad followed by further
construction activity in the 11th–12th centuries.
This latter addition is broadly contemporary with
one phase of Castle Island. The degree to which
occupation of Prison Island was continuous
through this time remains open for speculation,
and it would repay further investigation. The
radiocarbon evidence gathered from this latest
fieldwork strengthens arguments put forward in
Stratigos and Noble (2014: 217–19) that Castle
and Prison Islands, as a contemporary pair,
formed a significant lordly residence(s) from the
late 1st millennium ad onwards. An important
parallel for the contemporary use and possible
function of the two Kinord crannogs are the
crannog Eilean na Comhairle (NR36NE 20) and
natural islet Eilean Mor (NR36NE 5), in Loch
Finlaggan, Islay. Loch Finlaggan is historically
documented as the centre of power for the
‘Lordship of the Isles’, with Eilean na Comhairle
recorded as the ‘Council Island’ upon which
sat the meeting hall. Eilean Mor, around 40m
away, was where the main residence along with
other attendant buildings were located (Caldwell
& Ewart 1993). Eilean na Comhairle has a
radiocarbon date that suggests a construction
or occupation event in the late 5th to mid-7th
century ad, not long before the earliest date from
Prison Island (Caldwell 2010: 49). It is possible

Calibrated 95.4%
probability
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that Castle and Prison Islands were used in
similar ways on Loch Kinord, one island acting
as a residence and the other acting as a special
location for the exercise of power in the Kinord
area. Such functions may be related to their later
place-names, one suggesting a residence (Castle
Island), the other the exercise of lordly authority
(Prison Island, formerly known as the ‘Tolbooth’,
OSA, vol 12: 225), although this will, of course,
remain speculative without larger programmes of
excavation.
The later evidence from Castle Island
suggests that the site might be viewed as cognate
to an earth and timber motte castle, but in this
case built and occupied as an island as opposed
to a moated site. It is, for example, similar in size
(by area) to the motte at Doune of Invernochty
(NJ31SE 1), also located in the earldom of Mar.
Motte castles have been linked to incoming
nobility to Scotland in the 12th century, as
Scotland emerged as a feudal medieval nationstate (Davies 1990; Tabraham 1997; Oram
2008, 2011). Simpson (1919: 40) speculates that
Castle Island may have been part of a group of
castles that aimed to control the Mounth crossing
through Mar from the 12th century onwards. The
dating presented here might support this potential
interpretation, but it would be among the earliest
directly dated motte castles in Scotland. While
Castle Island can be compared to a motte, it is
also the case that it was built on a location with
an existing history of islet dwelling. Oram (2008:
179) has suggested islet settlement might have
been an expression of a local, Gaelic, identity
among elites in the medieval period as a way to
distinguish themselves from incoming Norman
or Flemish nobility. This might contrast with
motte castles that utilised and augmented natural
features (cf RCAHMS 2007: 150–61). At Loch
Kinord in the 11th–12th century we can also
identify the continuation of the more classic
crannog architectural tradition at Prison Island,
perhaps further strengthening the argument that
the intention of selecting an islet location for this
castle was to make a connection to the tradition
of crannog dwelling. Such direct engagement
with what, even at that time, would be an ancient
form of habitation, probably retaining cultural or
social significance, might suggest local identities

and power relationships that were carefully
crafted around a vernacular tradition rather than
imposed without regard for existing local cultural
landscapes (cf Oram 2008, 2011). Further work
at sites such as Castle Island would help explore
these ideas further.

CONCLUSIONS
The fieldwork described here has resulted in
evidence for crannogs in north-east Scotland
dating from the Iron Age onwards, similar to
other regions across Scotland (Cavers 2006:
402). We now also have a series of early medieval
dates from crannogs in north-east Scotland, with
the growing evidence for crannog use in the 9th–
10th centuries ad particularly notable, a period
previously identified as one with little evidence
for the use or construction of crannogs (Crone
2012: 149). In the north-east of Scotland we now
have 9th–11th century dates from Prison Island,
Castle Island and Loch of Leys. These dates can
be added to Edinample crannog (NN52SE 3),
Loch Earn, Perthshire (Dixon 2007: 264), and
a recently dated pre-castle crannog at Lochore,
Fife (O’Grady 2017: 80–1) (Illus 12). Crannog
research to date has rarely focused on sites with
significant medieval occupation (ScARF 2012:
57), with the exception of Matthew Shelley’s
work (Shelley 2009, 2011, 2013). These new
dates add vital evidence to suggest islet-dwelling
was an important dimension of displaying and
exercising lordship from the late 1st millennium
ad into the later medieval period. In a high
medieval context, crannogs continued as lordly
residences and their use included roles as hunting
lodges, strategic fortifications or as highly visible
habitations for a peripatetic aristocracy and/or
religious elite (Shelley 2009: 40–5). The late 1stmillennium ad dates are also important given
that they fill a lacuna in settlement evidence from
this region and period when fortified settlements
began to be abandoned or no longer saw episodes
of construction (Noble et al 2013). These Castle
Island, Prison Island, Loch of Leys, Edinample
and Lochore dates represent important evidence
for settlements in use between c  ad 800 and
1100.
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Illus 12 Crannogs with radiocarbon dates that calibrate over the 9th–10th centuries ad. Note that Lochore Castle also
has a radiocarbon date that calibrates over the 10th and 11th centuries ad, see O’Grady 2017

The Castle Island excavation shows us one
way that the transition from crannog to medieval
castle may have taken place. Here, massive
reworking of the site took place that included the
addition of substantial earthworks and a ringwork
defence sometime in the 11th–12th centuries. This
might provide a model for other large medieval
islet sites, some of which have shown evidence
for being artificial islets, for example Lochindorb
Castle (Dixon 2004: 78–83). At the Loch of
Leys crannog, there is the suggestion that stone
replaced timber construction sometime after
the late 1st millennium ad, but the exact timing
of this shift remains unclear. Evidence for the
relationship between the castellated architecture
and the earlier crannog below sites such as Castle
Island and the Loch of Leys is also an important
area for future work. Such work would shed light
on crannogs where early medieval occupation
continued into the later medieval period and
involved reworking of earlier sites and a change
in the materials and styles of buildings that
topped these islets.
Overall, the work presented here has
established an initial regional chronology for

crannogs in north-east Scotland. This chronology
demonstrates that crannogs in north-east Scotland
date from the Early Iron Age onwards, and that
there is significant and growing evidence for
crannog occupation in the early to high medieval
periods. This is a significant step forward in our
understanding of the crannogs of this region which
until now have been overlooked or explained as
later adoptions of an Atlantic Iron Age building
tradition (Henderson 2009: 42; Cavers 2010: 26–
8; Lenfert 2013: 133). The work presented here
also helps show how gaps in the dating of sites
across the country (eg a lacuna of dates in the 9th–
11th century ad, Crone 2012: 149) or regional
distributions (eg few sites in eastern Scotland,
Henderson 1998: 241) can be addressed through
targeted fieldwork. At a broad scale, the artificial
island dwelling phenomenon increasingly appears
to be Scotland-wide, beginning in the Early Iron
Age and continuing until the late medieval/early
modern period. In terms of developing wider
narratives for crannogs, it has been argued that we
need more extensive dating programmes across a
range of sites (Dixon et al 2007: 683), or more
detailed work on fewer sites (Crone 2012: 164–5),
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but undoubtedly the most productive way forward
here is to combine both approaches. Without
continuing to examine regions where crannogs
have been under-studied (that will necessarily
begin with minimally invasive initial work), we
cannot assess ideas about the timing and nature
of the adoption of the crannog building tradition
across Scotland. Similarly, without building
more robust site-based chronologies that require
extensive and well-contextualised samples,
our understanding of crannogs will remain
incomplete and remain unable to identify broader
social and architectural change or contribute to
wider narratives that assess the longue-durée of
crannog occupation.
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